Discover Walks... do more

- You DO MORE
  - more landmarks, plus hidden gems
- SMALL GROUPS and true Parisian guides
  - more personal time with true locals
- FUN – these tours are NOT boring
  - bright, young, passionate guides
- You EXPLORE the Paris others miss
  - off-the-tourist-trail: secret courtyards, hidden gems, even the backdoor to the Louvre

FREE, tip-only service
You choose how much you pay

- EASY
  - every day, rain or shine
  - booking not required – you simply walk up and join
  - groups of 8 and more please book in advance, to keep groups small
  - fluent, easy-to-understand English

- OUR GUIDES ALL WEAR PINK VESTS

For questions and last-minute issues
paris@discoverwalks.com
WhatsApp/call +33 6 953 888 49
www.discoverwalks.com

PARIS LANDMARKS
every day, rain or shine
> we meet in front of the Orangerie museum, closest metro is Concorde (lines 1, 8 and 12)
Our guides all wear pink vests

LATIN QUARTER
May 1 to Oct. 15, 2019
10am, 2.30pm, all year
1pm, all year
11am, all year
2.30pm, 5pm, all year

NOTRE DAME
May 1 to Oct. 15, 2019
11am, all year
1pm, all year
11am, all year
2.30pm, all year
5pm, all year

ST-GERMAIN & THE RIVER
May 1 to Oct. 15, 2019
2.30pm, all year

MONTMARTRE
March 1 to Nov. 3, 2019
2.30pm, all year
11am, all year
5pm, all year

TRENDY MARAIS
March 1 to Nov. 3, 2019
2.30pm, all year
11am, all year
5pm, all year

HIDDEN GEMS
every day, rain or shine
> by the horse statue outside the Louvre
Our guides all wear pink vests

Our guides all wear pink vests

www.discoverwalks.com
paris@discoverwalks.com
WhatsApp/call +33 (0) 695 388 849
MONTMARTRE
Moulin Rouge to Sacré Cœur

The picturesque “village of Montmartre” features all the romance that Paris stands for:
• Moulin rouge, French Cancan and the Cabaret of the Assassins
• Sacré Coeur and Artists’ Square
• Vineyard “Le Clos”: Paris’ crown jewel
• The haunts of Renoir, Picasso and Amélie - and why they matter to the rest of the world

If you have time for only one tour, this is the one

all year 11am and 2.30pm // also 5pm from March 1 to Nov. 3, 2019

Map on the back // For wheelchairs: climbs, not advised

PARIS LANDMARKS
Right Bank Tour

First a sweeping view over Paris’ icons. Then, an exploration of glamorous Paris:
• The spot that brings Seine river, Eiffel tower, Arc de Triomphe and Champs Elysées, all together
• Favorite landmarks of Napoleon, Louis the Sun-King, Coco Chanel and Princess Diana
• Louvre, Orsay and Orangerie – “The mighty Three”
• The Paris Opera, the Texas embassy and the real Ritz

This orientation tour is our recommended starting point

all year 10am // also 2.30pm from April 19 to Oct. 15, 2019

Map on the back // For wheelchairs: 2 flights of stairs, not advised

NOTRE-DAME
Updated

The first tour since the tragic fire:
• How the fire could destroy Paris’ greatest gem so quickly
• Best available vistas and news updates on the progress of Notre Dame
• 850 years of fires, floods and demolitions - eternal rebirth
• Experience the spiritual force of Notre Dame

Best views – we adjust daily to the shifting access-and-security requirements of the re-construction site

all year 1pm

Map on the back // For wheelchairs: 1 flight of stairs, not advised

ST-GERMAIN & THE RIVER
Elegant Paris

For elegant and literary Paris, head to Saint-Germain:
• Historic streets, storied cafés, cool jazz clubs and WWII hide-aways
• The heart of art: the studios of Picasso and Delacroix etc.
• Shakespeare & Company bookstore: favorite of Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald and James Joyce
• Saint-Germain icons: cafés Deux Magots and café de Flore

Where Paris mixes art, literature, night-life and politics

every day 5pm from May 1 to Oct. 15, 2019

Map on the back // Wheelchair compatible

LATIN QUARTER
Left Bank Tour

See what 2,000 years of civilization can produce:
• Sorbonne University, Pantheon and the Luxembourg Garden
• Medieval streets and cozy cafés
• The haunts of the Unicorn, Cyrano de Bergerac and Hemingway

See the side of Paris that has art, ideas and revolution in it

all year 2.30pm // also 11am from May 1 to Oct. 15, 2019

Map on the back // Wheelchair compatible

TRENDY MARAIS
Mansions and Fashion

Aristocratic mansions and trendy spots: Le Marais is where Parisians hang out, flirt and shop
• The royal garden of Place des Vosges and Sully: Marais’ great surprise
• Jewish culture: the Pletzl and the Holocaust Memorial
• Top art galeries, Pompidou and Picasso
• The designers that set next year’s fashion

On this tour, you join the Parisians in their favorite part of Paris

all year 2.30pm

Map on the back // Wheelchair compatible

HIDDEN GEMS
and secret Paris

A local Parisian shares hidden treasures that tourist maps will not show:
• Palais royal, Passage Vivienne and Victory plaza
• The garden of love, the penny fountain and the sun-king on his horse
• Heists and resistance fighters: Le Louvre’s many secrets

If you’re looking for something different, Hidden Gems & Secret Paris is the tour for you

all year 11am

Map on the back // Wheelchair compatible

SAN FRANCISCO - BARCELONA - PARIS - PRAGUE - LONDON - SAINT PETERSBURG - MADRID - LISBON